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Diversity and Cell Type Specificity of Local
Excitatory Connections to Neurons in Layer 3B
of Monkey Primary Visual Cortex
retina by morphological criteria (MacNeil and Masland,
1998), it need not be the case that connectional differ-
ences correspond one-to-one to morphological differ-
ences. In the hippocampus, greater diversity of inhibi-
tory neurons is revealed by physiological measures than
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by anatomy alone (Parra et al., 1998). We show here
that diversity can also arise from differential input toSummary
anatomically indistinguishable cell types.
Macaque V1 offers several advantages for addressingIn the primary visual cortex of macaque monkeys, lam-
these issues. Primate V1 contains numerous laminarinar and columnar axonal specificity are correlated
and columnar subdivisions that segregate the area intowith functional differences between locations. We de-
functionally distinct regions (see Callaway, 1998, forscribe evidence that embedded within this anatomical
review), and intracellular labeling and Golgi studiesframework is finer specificity of functional connec-
have extensively documented the morphological neurontions. Photostimulation-based mapping of functional
types in V1 (Lund, 1987; Lund et al., 1988; Katz et al.,input to 31 layer 3B neurons revealed that input
1989; Lund and Yoshioka, 1991; Anderson et al., 1993;sources to individual cells were highly diverse. Al-
Callaway and Wiser, 1996; Wiser and Callaway, 1996;though some input differences were correlated with
Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b). Thus, macaque V1 servesneuronal anatomy, no 2 neurons received excitatory
as a useful model system in which it is not only possibleinput from the same cortical layers. Thus, input diver-
to investigate relationships between cortical circuits andsity reveals far more cell types than does anatomical
visual function but also between anatomy and functionaldiversity. This implies relatively little functional redun-
connectivity.dancy; despite trends related to laminar or columnar
Here, we describe investigations of functional con-position, pools of neurons contributing uniquely to vi-
nectivity revealed by laser scanning photostimulationsual processing are likely relatively small. These re-
(Callaway and Katz, 1993; Dalva and Katz, 1994; Katzsults also imply that similarities in the anatomy of cir-
and Dalva, 1994; Sawatari and Callaway, 1996). Withcuits in different cortical areas or species may not
this method, we have studied the sources of functionalindicate similar functional connectivity.
excitatory input to individual layer 3B neurons in living
brain slices from macaque V1. We focused on layer 3B
because it receives anatomical input from excitatoryIntroduction
neurons in each of the 7 deeper cortical layers (layers
4A, 4B, 4Ca, 4Cm, 4Cb, 5, and 6), yet individual neuronsA major aim of systems neurobiology research is to
are highly diverse in their responses to visual stimuliunderstand how neural circuits give rise to cortical func-
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1968, 1974; Livingstone and Hubel,tion. Present understanding of cortical circuits is based
1984a; Ts'o et al., 1986; Tootell et al., 1988a, 1988b,primarily on anatomical observations revealing specific
1988c; Edwards et al., 1995). It is unknown whetherprojection patterns of axonal arbors and the spatial over-
the anatomical organization implies that every layer 3Blap of these axons with the dendritic arbors of other
neuron receives functional connections from all theneurons. When axons and dendrites overlap, there are,
deeper layers, or whether each deep layer afferent mightpotentially, connections. This approach has been used
selectively connect onto a subset of the layer 3B neurons
to reveal anatomical relationships between neural cir-
whose dendrites overlap with their axonal arbors. In-
cuits and functional subdivisions (e.g., cortical layers
creased selectivity of functional connections relative to
and columns) in the primary visual cortex (V1) of ma- anatomical axonal arborization could account for the
caque monkeys (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984b; Lachica functional diversity of layer 3B neurons and would pro-
et al., 1992; Yoshioka et al., 1994; Callaway and Wiser, vide novel insight into general rules about cortical con-
1996; Wiser and Callaway, 1996; Yabuta and Callaway, nectivity.
1998a, 1998b; see Callaway, 1998, for review). These We found that the sources of functional excitatory
correlations are the basis of inferences about how neural input to individual layer 3B neurons were extremely di-
circuits mediate cortical function. verse. No 2 cells from our population of 31 neurons
It is apparent, however, that neural circuits have the received detectable input from the same combination of
potential to be far more complex than suggested by layers. Twenty-seven of these neurons were pyramidal
anatomical observations. For example, Stevens (1998) cells that could be divided into two morphologically dis-
has suggested, based on theoretical ªtilingº arguments, tinct groups, local pyramids and projecting pyramids.
that there may be hundreds of distinct cell types in each Functional connections were detected from layer 4Cb
cortical layer. This is far more than suggested by the onto most local pyramids but never onto projecting pyr-
anatomical diversity of cortical neurons. Although ex- amids, despite dense anatomical input from layer 4Cb
treme diversity of neuron types has been revealed in the to layer 3B (cf. Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b). Thus, there
was a systematic difference in input to these 2 cell types,
but even within these groups, the precise sources of* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: callaway@
salk.edu). laminar input were highly diverse. Finally, we detected
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differences in the sources of excitatory input to layer The responses illustrated in Figure 1 do not directly
reveal the sources of excitatory input to each cell. This3B neurons in cytochrome-oxidase (CO) blobs versus
interblobs, consistent with anatomical differences in is because during whole-cell recording, spontaneous
EPSCs (sEPSCs) were commonly observed. In layer 3Bblob and interblob projections, but these differences
were not as pronounced as suggested by the anatomy. neurons, sEPSCs were detected at frequencies, on aver-
age, of 2.8 Hz. Since responses generated within a 150
ms time window after photostimulation were consideredResults
for our analyses (see Experimental Procedures), the rate
of spontaneous current production translated into aOverview
mean of 0.42 sEPSCs per 150 ms analysis window. Thus,Sources of local excitatory input to 31 layer 3B neurons
responses measured following photostimulation werewere measured in macaque V1 brain slices (27 pyramidal
a combination of spontaneous currents and stimulus-cells, 3 inhibitory cells, and 1 cell of unknown morphol-
evoked EPSCs. Further analysis was therefore requiredogy) using scanning laser photostimulation. Photostim-
to reveal whether stimulation within a given region (e.g.,ulation combines standard whole-cell recording in living
cortical layer) did in fact result in the generation ofbrain slices with the light-induced release of ªcagedº
evoked EPSCs.glutamate to reveal sources of excitatory input to indi-
To determine whether a given layer provided excit-vidual neurons (Dalva and Katz, 1994; Katz and Dalva,
atory input to a cell, EPSCs measured after photostimu-1994; Sawatari and Callaway, 1996). Only neurons with
lation in that layer were compared statistically withcell bodies very near the uncaging site generate action
spontaneous currents measured in the absence of stim-potentials (APs) (see Experimental Procedures). Thus,
uli for the same neuron (see Experimental Procedures).if inward excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) are
These comparisons were made for each of three mea-evoked by photostimulation, it can be inferred that a
sures of EPSCs occurring within the 150 ms analysisneuron(s) with its cell body(ies) near the stimulation site
window: number, peak amplitude, and the sum of peakmade monosynaptic excitatory connections onto the
amplitudes. Only those layers in which EPSCs were sta-recorded cell (see Experimental Procedures). Since pho-
tistically different from controls (p # 0.05; see Experi-tostimulation is noninvasive, and the location of uncag-
mental Procedures for details) were considered to pro-ing can be readily moved, hundreds of sites within the
vide significant input. To determine the relative inputslice can be stimulated. Thus, a ªmapº of the locations
from each layer to a given cell, histograms were gener-of neurons providing excitatory input to the recorded
ated depicting an estimate of the mean number ofcell can be generated.
evoked EPSCs per stimulation site (estimated meanTo exemplify the collection and analysis of photostim-
evoked 5 mean photostimulation 2 mean spontaneous)ulation data, Figure 1 illustrates the results obtained
obtained for each layer (e.g., see Figure 6).from 2 layer 3B pyramidal neurons. For each cell, camera
Finally, in order to examine possible differences inlucida reconstructions were made of both the labeled
excitatory laminar input between populations of cells,neuron and the laminar borders. The colored squares
neurons in our sample were first grouped by either theirin the figure indicate the locations of stimulation sites
morphological features or by the location of their cell(additional overlapping sites omitted for clarity). Laser-
bodies with respect to CO blobs. Statistical compari-marked ªalignment sitesº (data not shown) were used
sons were then conducted between these populationsto align the stimulation sites with the anatomical recon-
(Fisher's exact test) to determine whether there werestructions (see Experimental Procedures). The colors of
differences in the proportion of cells receiving statisti-the squares indicate either the number (Figures 1A and
cally significant input from each layer.1C) or the sum of peak amplitudes (Figures 1B and 1D)
of EPSCs measured following stimulation at that site.
The panels flanking the anatomical reconstructions de- Overall Results
Figure 2 illustrates the proportions of the 31 neurons inpict whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings (265 mV hold-
ing potential) measured following stimulation at the sites our sample that received statistically significant input
(number, peak amplitude, or sum of peak amplitudes ofindicated by the arrows. For example, the top right panel
in Figure 1B shows EPSCs recorded following photo- EPSCs) from each of the cortical layers. These data,
pooled from the entire population, show that each ofstimulation in layer 4B. Two EPSCs were detected at
this stimulation site, with the sum of their amplitudes the cortical layers provided statistically significant input
to some layer 3B neurons. This result is expected fromequaling z40 pA. Figure 1 also illustrates typical colum-
nar distributions of stimulation sites. Stimulation was anatomical observations showing that every layer in ma-
caque V1 contains excitatory neurons with axonal arborsrestricted to within 500 mm (usually ,300 mm) laterally
from the vertical column containing the cell body. This in layer 3B (see Callaway 1998, for review). (Figure 2
should not be interpreted as an indication of the relativewas done because anatomical observations have shown
that interlaminar connections are formed predominantly strength of connections to layer 3B from the various
layers. This is because the ability to detect significantby vertically projecting axons (cf. Lachica et al., 1992;
Yoshioka et al., 1994; Callaway and Wiser, 1996; Wiser input from a layer is dependent on the number of stimula-
tion sites in a layer, and thinner layers (e.g., 4Cm) tendedand Callaway, 1996; Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b). The
possibility that axons providing input to a neuron are to have fewer sites.) Anatomical observation cannot,
however, reveal whether every cell receives input fromcut during slice preparation is therefore minimized for
cells in nearby columns. each layer or whether the organization of connections
Specificity of Local Connections in Monkey V1
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Figure 1. Photostimulation-Based Maps of Excitatory Input to Layer 3B Pyramidal Neurons
The maps illustrate the numbers (A and C) and sums of peak amplitudes (B and D) of EPSCs measured from a layer 3B projecting pyramid
(A and B) and a local pyramid (C and D) superimposed on their respective camera lucida reconstructions (dendrites, thick lines; axons, thinner
lines). Each colored square corresponds to a photostimulation site. Although each site was stimulated multiple times during the course of
the experiments, for clarity, spatially overlapping sites are omitted. The colors indicate, according to the scale bars, the number (A and C) or
sum of peak amplitudes (in pA; B and D) of EPSCs measured following stimulation at that site. The sites with no detectable responses have
white squares. Representative whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings measured immediately before and for 150 ms after photostimulation are
shown in (B) and (D). Arrows point to the stimulation sites corresponding to each recording. For the projecting pyramid, EPSCs significantly
greater than expected from sEPSCs, both in number and sum of peak amplitudes, were detected following photostimulation in layers 3B, 4A,
and 4Ca. In addition, EPSC amplitudes (but not sum or number) were significantly greater than for sEPSCs following stimulation in layer 4B
(see Table 1, cell b35c11). This pattern of input contrasts with the sources of significant input to the local pyramid. For the local pyramid,
EPSC number was significantly increased only by photostimulation in layer 4Cb. Boundaries between layers are represented by horizontal
lines. The names of the layers are shown to the left of (A) and (C). Scale bar, (thick black lines), 300 mm (A and C).
is more precise. Indeed, individual cells typically had Projecting versus Local Pyramidal Neurons
Most layer 3B pyramidal cells in macaque V1 are ªlocalºmore restricted and highly specific laminar input (Table
1). The sources of input were dependent on whether or excitatory neurons that lack axonal projections out of
V1 (Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Yukie and Iwai, 1985;not the cell's axon projected to the white matter and on
the location of the cell's soma relative to CO blobs. Callaway and Wiser, 1996; see also below). In our sam-
ple, 7 of 27 pyramidal neurons were identified as pro-However, even among neurons that fell into a single
group based on these criteria, sources of input were jecting pyramids. Cells were considered projecting if
their main descending axon extended into the whitediverse.
Neuron
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A difference was also detected in input from layer 4B
to local versus projecting pyramids (Figure 4A). Although
there was not a significant difference in the proportion of
cells receiving significant layer 4B input when all EPSC
parameters (number, individual amplitudes, amplitude
sums) were considered, there was a bias toward pro-
jecting pyramids. But, significant increases in individual
EPSC peak amplitudes following layer 4B stimulation
relative to control trials were much more common for
projecting pyramids than for local pyramids. A signifi-
cant increase in EPSC peak amplitudes was detected
for 5 of 7 (71%) projecting pyramids compared with only
1 of 12 (8%) local pyramids (Fisher's exact test, p 5
0.009).
Figure 2. Percentages of Layer 3B Neurons Receiving Significant These differences in input can be seen in the examples
Input from Each Cortical Layer shown in Figure 1. For the local pyramid (Figures 1C
The histogram depicts the percentages of layer 3B neurons that and 1D), numerous EPSCs were observed following
received significant input, based on EPSC number, sum of peak stimulation in layer 4Cb (additional overlapping stimula-
amplitudes, or individual peak amplitudes from each of the underly- tion sites were omitted from the figure for clarity), and
ing layers. Closed bars correspond to significant increases in EPSC
these were statistically more common than was the ratenumber following stimulation in the relevant layer. Hatched bars
of sEPSCs. The mean number of EPSCs measured fol-correspond to significant increases in the sums of EPSC amplitudes
lowing stimulation within layer 4Cb was 0.78 per stimula-but not number. Open bars correspond to significant increases in
amplitudes of individual EPSCs but not number or sums of ampli- tion site, while the rate of sEPSCs was 0.36 per ªstimula-
tudes. Overall, statistically significant input was detected to this tion site.º The difference between these distributions
population of layer 3B neurons from all layers. But, typically only was statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U test, p 5
about 30%±60% of the cells received significant input from any
0.0072). The estimated mean number of evoked EPSCsgiven layer.
per stimulation site from each layer for this cell is illus-
trated in Figure 6F. For layer 4Cb, this value was 0.43
evoked EPSCs per stimulation site. Only layer 4Cb pro-matter. Nonprojecting neurons (ªlocal pyramids,º 13 of
vided statistically significant input to this cell in terms of27) were identified as cells whose descending axons
number of EPSCs. In contrast, for the projecting pyramidclearly ended above the white matter without leaving
(Figures 1A and 1B), the number of EPSCs measuredthe plane of the brain slice. For the pyramidal neurons,
following stimulation in 4Cb was not different from that7 of 27 were classified as ambiguous because their
of sEPSCs (see Table 1, cell b35c11). Instead, this celldescending axons left the plane of the brain slice, mak-
received statistically significant input from layers 3B,ing definitive characterization impossible. If ambiguous
4A, 4B, and 4Ca.neurons are excluded, the percentages of projecting
Analysis of pyramidal neurons with ambiguous axonaland nonprojecting pyramids were 35% (7 of 20) and
projections also provided insight into differences in in-65% (13 of 20), respectively.
put to projecting versus local pyramids. All 7 of theFigure 3 shows two examples each of projecting and
ambiguous pyramids had apical dendrites that lackedlocal pyramids. The 2 projecting neurons (Figure 3A) had
tufts. Since none of the projecting pyramids in our sam-apical dendritic tufts (see arrows in Figure 3A), while the
ple lacked tufts, these cells were more likely to be local2 local pyramids (Figure 3B) did not. All 7 of the pro-
pyramids than projecting pyramids. We therefore pooledjecting pyramids in our sample had tufted apical den-
the local and ambiguous pyramids and compared themdrites. Of the 13 pyramidal neurons that were confirmed
as a group with projecting pyramids (Figure 4B). Underto have their axons terminating before reaching the
these conditions, the differences in input from layerswhite matter, only 2 had apical dendritic tufts. Projec-
4Cb and 4B persisted (see Figure 4B legend).tions to the white matter were not observed for any of
18 nontufted neurons (11 nonprojecting, 7 ambiguous).
The difference in the proportions of tufted cells that Blobs versus Interblobs
Anatomical studies indicate that layer 3B CO blobs andprojected or did not project to the white matter was
statistically significant (Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.00046). interblobs receive specific axonal projections from un-
derlying cortical layers (Lachica et al., 1992; YoshiokaWe found that these anatomical features, particularly
axonal projections, were correlated with sources of ex- et al., 1994; Callaway and Wiser, 1996; Yabuta and Cal-
laway, 1998b). However, previous studies have alsocitatory input identified by photostimulation. The most
striking difference was that significant input from the demonstrated that dendrites from both blob and in-
terblob cells do not respect CO borders (Hubener andparvocellular dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN)
recipient layer, 4Cb, was restricted to only the local Bolz, 1992; Malach, 1992). It is therefore possible that
the specific afferent projections from underlying corticalpyramids in our sample. As illustrated in Figure 4A, none
of the 7 projecting pyramids received statistically signifi- layers provide excitatory input onto dendrites of neurons
with cell bodies outside the afferent projection zone.cant input from this layer. In contrast, 8 of the 13 local
pyramids (62%) received statistically significant input To determine the specificity of laminar excitatory con-
nections to individual neurons located in CO blobs andfrom layer 4Cb. The difference between the two groups
was significant (Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.010). interblobs, cells were categorized as blob, border, or
Specificity of Local Connections in Monkey V1
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Table 1. Tabulation of Laminar Input and Anatomical Characterization for All 31 Layer 3B Neurons
Cells Morphology CO Location 3B 4A 4B 4Ca 4Cm 4Ca1m 4Cb 5 6A 6B
b32c10 T,P B a a a a
b38c2 T,P B n,s,a a None n,s
a40c3 T,P B n,s,a n,s,a NA a
b36c1 T,P Bor a NA
b32c2 T,P lB n,s,a n,s a NA None
b35c11 T,P lB n,s,a n,s,a a n,s,a NA s,a NA
b36c11 T,P lB NA NA a NA a NA
b31c5 T,NP B None NA n,s n,s NA n,s n,s n,s n,s n,s
b36c12 T,NP B n,s,a n,s,a n,s n,s NA n,s n,s n,s n,s
b38c6 NT,NP B NA NA NA NA n,s
a40c13 NT,NP B NA a a None n,s,a a
b38c1 NT,NP Bor n,s n,s,a n,s,a n,s,a n,s,a n,s,a n,s n,s,a
b38c4 NT,NP Bor None NA n,s,a NA a
a40c17 NT,NP Bor a a None n,s,a n,s,a
b33c2 NT,NP lB a s,a a NA
b34c6 NT,NP lB a a a n,s,a a a
b35c2 NT,NP lB s,a NA s n,s n n,s NA
b36c2 NT,NP lB NA NA a
a40c4 NT,NP lB n,s,a n,s,a n,s n,s
a40c5 NT,NP ? s,a n,s
b34c4 NT,Amb B NA a a NA a a NA
b37c15 NT,Amb B NA NA NA a NA NA NA NA
a40c16 NT,Amb B n,s NA NA a NA
b37c13 NT,Amb Bor a
b38c12 NT,Amb Bor NA NA n,s n,s n,s
b37c14 NT,Amb lB n,s NA NA n,s NA
a38c1 NT,Amb lB n,s s,a n,s a n,s s,a n,s n,s
b37c5 l B None None a a a a n,s,a a
b35c5 l Bor NA NA n,s n,s NA n,s a NA
b33c14 l lB s,a a a a
b37c3 U,U Bor NA NA NA a NA
Each row represents data from a single neuron identified by cell number, type, and location. The first column identifies each cell by animal
(e.g., b31) and cell number from that animal (e.g., c5). The second column identifies the morphological features of the cell's axonal and
dendritic arbors. Abbreviations: T, tufted pyramid; NT, nontufted pyramid; I, inhibitory cell; P, projecting pyramid; NP, nonprojecting pyramid;
Amb, ambiguous projection status; and U, unidentified. The third column indicates the location of the neuron's cell body relative to CO blobs.
Abbreviations: B, blob; IB, interblob; Bor, border; and ?, undetermined. Columns 4±13 indicate whether layers 3B through 6B, respectively,
provided significant excitatory input to each neuron: n 5 number of EPSCs per stimulation site were significantly greater than number of
sEPSCs; s 5 sums of EPSC amplitudes per stimulation site were significantly larger than those of sEPSCs; a 5 individual peak amplitudes
of EPSCs following photostimulation were significantly larger than those of sEPSCs; None 5 no sites were stimulated in the layer; and NA 5
fewer than ten sites were stimulated in the layer.
interblob neurons according to their cell body location. based solely on the number of EPSCs per stimulation
site; cells with significant differences in EPSC ampli-Statistical comparisons were then made to determine if
there were differences in proportions of blob versus tudes or sums of amplitudes (layer 4B stimulation trials
versus control trials) but not number were discounted.interblob neurons receiving significant input from each
layer. Under these conditions, layer 4B provided significant
excitatory input to 3 of 9 blob cells and 3 of 7 borderOur data revealed preferential connections from lay-
ers 4B, 4Ca, 4Cm, and 5 to cells in blobs or interblobs. cells but 0 of 11 interblob cells (Table 1). If blob and
border cells were pooled together, 33% (6 of 16) re-But, these preferences depended on which attributes
of EPSCs were used to detect significance of input to ceived significant layer 4B input; compared with in-
terblob neurons (0 of 11) the difference was statisticallythe individual neurons. When all three EPSC measures
were taken into account (number, individual peak ampli- significant (Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.027; see Figure 5B).
It is noteworthy, however, that when peak amplitudestudes, and sums of amplitudes), no layers exhibited a
significant preference for blob or interblob cells. Prefer- and the sums of peak amplitudes were also included in
the analysis, significant input from layer 4B was alsoences were revealed only when subsets of the three
parameters were considered. The parameters that detected for interblob neurons. When all three measures
were included, 6 of 9 blob cells, 3 of 7 border cells, andshowed statistically significant input were different for
different layers. 6 of 11 interblob cells received significant layer 4B input
(Figure 5A). If the combination of blob and border cellsFor layer 4B, a preference for connections to blob and
border cells versus interblob cells was detected. But, the was then compared with interblob neurons, the differ-
ence was no longer significant.proportion of blob and border cells receiving significant
input was only greater than that found for interblob cells Based on EPSC amplitudes, layer 4Ca also made ex-
citatory connections preferentially to blob cells. Forif the statistical significance of input to each neuron was
Neuron
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Figure 3. Camera Lucida Reconstructions of
Layer 3B Projecting Pyramids and Local Pyr-
amids
(A) Two projecting pyramidal neurons. The
main descending axons extend into the white
matter. Both of these projecting pyramids
have tufts branching from the tops of their
apical dendrites (arrows), as do all other pro-
jecting pyramids in our sample.
(B) Two local pyramidal neurons. The main
descending axons of these neurons end
within the plain of the parent brain slice with-
out extending below layer 6. Neither of these
neurons has apical dendritic tufts.
Heavier lines depict dendrites, and thinner
lines axons. Laminar boundaries are indi-
cated by horizontal lines. The names of layers
are indicated to the left. Note that complete
dendritic arbors and descending axons are
illustrated, but some axonal arbors are only
partially illustrated. Scale bar, 200 mm (A and B).
layer 4Ca, differences in the proportions of cells that (Figure 5A). Our sample of cells with adequate stimula-
tion in 4Cm was small (12 cells) because layer 4Cm isreceived statistically significant input were most appar-
ent when only peak EPSC amplitudes were considered. narrow, and only cells with at least ten stimulation sites
within a layer were considered for determination of inputIn this case, cells were discounted if they received signif-
icant input from layer 4Ca based on EPSC number or from that layer (see Experimental Procedures). Never-
theless, 3 of 6 interblob neurons received statisticallysums of peak amplitudes. Under these conditions, layer
4Ca provided significant excitatory input to 6 of 11 blob significant input from 4Cm, while 0 of 2 blob cells or 4
border cells received similar input. Although the differ-cells (55%), 2 of 8 border cells (25%), and 1 of 11 in-
terblob cells (9%; see Table 1). The difference in propor- ence was not statistically significant (Fisher's exact test,
interblob cells versus blob plus border cells, p 5 0.09),tion of blob versus interblob cells was significant (Fish-
er's exact test, p 5 0.030). But, as was the case for layer these results are consistent with the observation that a
subpopulation of spiny stellate neurons located at the4B input, when all three EPSC measures were included
in the analysis, layer 4Ca input was more uniform with bottom of layer 4Ca or 4Cm has axons that arborize
preferentially in interblobs (Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b).respect to blob location; 8 of 11 blob cells (73%), 4 of
8 border cells (50%), and 5 of 11 interblob cells (45%) Differences in input for blob versus interblob cells
were also detected from layer 5. When considering sta-received statistically significant input. The differences
between populations were again no longer significant. tistically significant input only in terms of number or
sums of EPSC peak amplitudes (excluding cells that hadLayer 4Cm showed a slight bias toward interblob cells
Specificity of Local Connections in Monkey V1
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Figure 4. Comparisons of the Layers Provid-
ing Input to Projecting versus Nonprojecting
Pyramidal Neurons
The histograms illustrate the percentages of
layer 3B pyramidal neurons, of different pro-
jection types, that received significant input
based on EPSC number, peak amplitude, or
sums of peak amplitudes from each of the
cortical layers.
(A) Percentages for projecting pyramids
(open bars) versus local pyramids (ªNon-
Proj.,º closed bars). Asterisk indicates a sig-
nificant difference between the populations. In this case, 0 of 7 projecting pyramids versus 8 of 13 local pyramids (62%) received significant
input from layer 4Cb (Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.010). The triangle indicates a significant difference between the populations based on the
proportions of cells with significantly larger EPSC amplitudes following stimulation in layer 4B versus control trials. Based on EPSC amplitudes,
5 of 7 (71%) projecting pyramids receive significant layer 4B input versus only 1 of 12 (8%) local pyramids (Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.009).
These proportions are not illustrated in the figure.
(B) Percentages for projecting pyramids (open bars) versus nonprojecting, local pyramids plus neurons with a main descending axon that left
the plane of the brain slice (ªambiguousº pyramids, closed bars). Asterisk indicates that the difference in the percentage of cells is significant
(p , 0.05). Layer 4Cb input remains significantly less common for projecting pyramids, even with the addition of the ambiguous cells to the
local pyramids (0 of 7 versus 10 of 20, Fisher's exact test, p 5 0.022). The triangle indicates a statistically significant difference between
populations when significant input is based on individual EPSC amplitudes. Under these conditions (not illustrated), layer 4B exhibits a
statistically significant preference for projecting neurons (5 of 7) versus local plus ambiguous pyramids (3 of 18, p 5 0.016).
differences based solely on amplitude), layer 5 showed Diversity of Input to Individual Neurons
Although there was some specificity of excitatory inputa bias toward blob cells (Figure 5B). For blob cells, 5 of
10 received statistically significant input from layer 5, to populations of cells based on either morphology or
the location of cells with respect to CO blobs, individualas opposed to only 1 of 11 interblob cells. This difference
was statistically significant (Fisher's exact test, p 5 neurons received very diverse patterns of laminar input,
even within a given population. Close inspection of the0.051), and 3 of 8 border cells also received significant
input from this layer. If blob and border cells were pooled laminar sources of input to each of the neurons, as
shown in Table 1, reveals that out of the entire popula-together and compared with interblob neurons, the dif-
ference remained significant (p 5 0.048). tion, no 2 cells of the same type (e.g. tufted, nontufted,
Figure 5. Comparisons of the Layers Providing Input to Neurons in Blobs versus Interblobs
The histograms illustrate the percentages of layer 3B neurons, located in blobs (closed bars), interblobs (open bars), or at blob borders
(hatched bars), that received significant input from each of the cortical layers. The EPSC parameters that were used to determine significance
of laminar input vary for the different panels (A±C).
(A) Percentages of cells within each group that received significant input based on EPSC number, individual peak amplitudes, or sums of
peak amplitudes. Under these analysis conditions, no significant differences between groups or combinations of groups (i.e., blobs plus
borders versus interblobs) were detected.
(B) Percentages of cells within each group that received significant input in terms of EPSC number. Cells receiving significant input based
only on individual EPSC amplitudes or sums of amplitudes were excluded. Under these conditions, both layers 4B and 5 had a significant
preference for blobs and borders. The diamond above layer 4B indicates that when blob and borders cells were pooled together, there was
a higher proportion with layer 4B input (6 of 16 cells) than for interblob cells (0 of 11 cells, p 5 0.027). Asterisk indicates that layer 5 showed
a statistically significant preference for cells in blobs (5 of 10 cells) versus interblobs (1 of 11 cells, p 5 0.051). The difference is also significant
if blob and border cells are pooled and compared with interblob cells (8 of 18 versus 1 of 11, p 5 0.048).
(C) Percentages of cells within each group that received significant input based on individual EPSC peak amplitudes. Cells that received input
based on number of EPSCs or sums of amplitudes but not individual amplitudes were excluded. Under these conditions, there were no
significant differences between groups or combinations of groups (p , 0.05). However, if the comparisons were restricted to cells that received
input based solely on individual EPSC amplitudes, excluding any cells with significant input based on EPSC number or sums of amplitudes,
then there was preferential input from layer 4Ca to blob versus interblob cells (6 of 11 blob cells versus 1 of 11 interblob cells, p 5 0.030).
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Figure 6. Diversity of Laminar Input to Indi-
vidual Neurons
The histograms illustrate the mean number of
evoked EPSCs (measured minus spontane-
ous) per stimulation site, from each cortical
layer, for 8 layer 3B pyramidal neurons (A±H).
Significance of differences in EPSCs mea-
sured after photostimulation (versus controls,
sEPSCs) for each layer from each cell are
indicated by the fill patterns of the corre-
sponding bars. Closed bars indicate a differ-
ence (Mann-Whitney U test, p , 0.05) based
on EPSC number (except for [D], see below).
Hatched bars indicate a significant difference
based on amplitudes of individual EPSCs but
not EPSC number or sums of amplitudes.
Open bars indicate no statistical significance.
(For the cell shown in [D], the bars for layers
3B and 4B are closed but had significance
based on sums of EPSC amplitudes and not
EPSC number.) The cell types and locations
relative to blobs are indicated by letters at the
top right of each histogram. Abbreviations: P,
projecting pyramid; NP, nonprojecting, local
pyramid; NT, nontufted, ambiguous pyramid;
B, blob; IB, interblob; and Bor, blob border.
Dash indicates that a value is not shown be-
cause there were less than ten stimulation
trials in that layer for that cell. (A) through (H)
correspond to cells represented in Table 1
as follows: (A) 5 a40c3, (B) 5 b38c2, (C) 5
b38c12, (D) 5 b35c2, (E) 5 a40c17, (F) 5
b34c6, (G) 5 b38c4, and (H) 5 b37c14.
or inhibitory) received statistically significant input from Table 1) received input from all cortical layers that were
adequately sampled.the same combination of layers. Thus, the patterns of
input to each cell, along with morphological distinctions,
reveal that every cell in the sample is a different type. Discussion
This observation suggests that there are at least 30 cell
types in layer 3B (the single neuron of unidentified type, We have used scanning laser photostimulation to study
the sources of local excitatory connections to individualb37c3, is eliminated from this analysis). But, the com-
plete lack of redundancy in our sample implies that there layer 3B neurons in the primary visual cortex of macaque
monkeys. We found both greater specificity and greaterare probably far more types (see Discussion).
The diversity of input is further illustrated in Figure diversity of connections to individual neurons than could
be inferred from anatomical observations. For example,6, which shows histograms representing the estimated
evoked number of EPSCs per stimulation site from each anatomical observations reveal a dense projection from
layer 4Cb spiny stellate neurons to layer 3B (cf. Yabutalayer for 8 selected pyramidal cells. From the standpoint
of either the number of evoked EPSCs for each layer or and Callaway, 1998b). However, photostimulation re-
veals excitatory input only onto layer 3B local pyramidsthe patterns of layers that provide statistically significant
input, there was considerable heterogeneity in the (pyramidal neurons whose axonal arbors are local to V1).
No layer 4Cb input is detected onto layer 3B projectingsources of input to individual neurons. For example,
based on the number of EPSCs, the cell depicted in pyramids. Thus, despite extensive overlap of the axonal
arbors of layer 4Cb spiny stellate neurons with the den-Figure 6E received input from deep layers, 5, and 6A,
while the cell in Figure 6G received input from only layer dritic arbors of both projecting and local pyramids, func-
tional connections are preferentially made onto local4B. Both cells were local pyramids located at CO blob
borders. However, they had different sources of laminar pyramids. The observation that differences in functional
input can be correlated with differences in dendritic mor-excitatory input.
There was also little consistency in the number of phology suggests that in future studies it will be possible
to correlate morphological features with differences inlayers from which individual cells received statistically
significant input. For example, the cell depicted in Figure visual responses in vivo, providing a link between differ-
ences in functional input and visual receptive fields.6F received excitatory input in terms of number of
EPSCs from only 1 layer, 4Cb, while the cell shown in Although different cell types can receive input from
different sources, there is still further specificity of localFigure 6D received statistically significant input from all
of the superficial layers. Another neuron (cell b31c5; connections. Even neurons with similar morphological
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features or at similar locations relative to CO blobs re- 10) functional redundancy. If we take at face value the
observation that 0 of 30 neurons in our sample receivedceive highly diverse laminar sources of local input.
Within our population of 31 neurons, no 2 cells of the excitatory input from the same combination of layers,
then there are at least 30 cell types, and probably farsame morphological type received significant input from
the same combination of layers. Thus, based on connec- more. But how many more? One can estimate a lower
limit on the number of cell types if it is assumed that alltional distinctions, there are far more cell types than
expected based on morphological features alone. cell types are equally represented (if this assumption
were incorrect, then the number of cell types would beThese observations have important implications for
understanding general principles of the organization and greater than calculated below). Then the probability, p,
of obtaining a sample of size n with no 2 cells alike isfunction of cortical connections. For example, the num-
ber of cell types in a cortical area has important implica- p 5 N!/Nn(N-n)!, where N is the number of cell types. If
we place our confidence level at p 5 0.05, then with ourtions for the amount of redundancy that is required to
compensate for uncertainty in the representations en- sample of n 5 30 cells, N 5 156 cell types. Thus, 19 of
20 times, one would expect that at least 2 cells in acoded by individual neurons (cf. Stevens, 1998). Also,
along with comparisons of the sources of input to layer sample of 30 would be the same type, even if there were
as many as 156 types. Our data are therefore suggestive3B blob versus interblob neurons, these results provide
insight into the neural mechanisms that underlie visual of at least 156 cell types in layer 3B, consistent with
the 511 possible combinations of input from 9 differentprocessing in macaque V1.
Another important implication of our findings is that layers (29 2 1 5 511).
The data should, however, be interpreted with someoverlap of axonal arbors with dendritic arbors does not
imply that functional connections must exist between caution. If we fail to detect statistically significant input
above spontaneous activity levels for a particular layer,the 2 cell types. Thus, individual cells within a single
layer or with overlapping dendritic arbors can play dis- it cannot be concluded with certainty that there was no
input from that layer. The number of stimulation sitestinct roles in cortical function. Furthermore, similarities
in the anatomical organization of circuits between corti- might have been too small to detect weak input, or input
may have been cut during brain slice preparation. Forcal areas or between analogous areas from different
species do not imply that the organization of functional example, since the generation of action potentials by
photostimulation is restricted to neurons near the edgeconnections must also be similar. Until a more general
understanding of any possible rules of cortical connec- of the slice (see Experimental Procedures), the axons
of stimulated cells in deep layers could leave the slicetivity becomes available, the precise connectivity of neu-
rons in one cortical area cannot be inferred from obser- before reaching layer 3B. This effect is minimized, how-
ever, because axons projecting to superficial layers risevations in another.
vertically from deep layer cell bodies (Callaway and
Wiser, 1996; Wiser and Callaway, 1996; Yabuta and Cal-Diversity of Input to Individual Neurons
laway, 1998b). Thus, it is possible that in some cases,Despite overall trends in the laminar sources of excit-
2 cells receiving input from the same combination ofatory input according to cell type or location relative to
layers were counted as different because of undetectedblobs, individual layer 3B neurons that were categorized
input. Nevertheless, even in the face of these considera-as members of the same population invariably received
tions, there appear to be a large number of connection-functional input from different layers. This diversity sug-
ally distinct cell types in layer 3B. The 156 types esti-gests that embedded within the laminar and columnar
mated quantitatively is the minimum number suggestedcortical organization defined by CO staining, there exists
by the data. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that there area finer level of organization not detectable by the
probably at least 100 cell types and therefore not moreanatomy.
than 10-fold functional redundancy. Even if there wereThe diversity of functional input to individual neurons
only 50 cell types, there would still be just 20-fold redun-has important implications for understanding how popu-
dancy. Together, these observations and inferences ar-lations of cortical neurons represent information about
gue that unique information is carried by just a handfulthe environment and the extent to which neuronal redun-
of neurons, on the order of ten, not hundreds or thou-dancy is utilized to compensate for variability in neuronal
sands, as might be inferred from the limited anatomicalresponses or neuron death (Stevens, 1998). Stevens
diversity of cortical neurons.(1998) calculates that there are a sufficient number of
neurons in typical primate cortex (not V1) such that each
type could tile the cortex even if there were 5000 types Implications for Visual Processing
The organization of visual cortical circuits has both par-(this is the number of unique cell types predicted if there
is no functional redundancy). We have used the cell allel and hierarchical features. This organization applies
to both connections between cortical areas (see Felle-densities described for each layer in monkey V1 (Beau-
lieu et al., 1992) to make a similar calculation for layer man and Van Essen, 1991) and local connections within
V1 (see Callaway, 1998). Our studies of local input to3B. We estimate that tiling could be achieved in layer
3B even if there were as many as 1000 different neuron layer 3B neurons have implications for both of these
aspects of V1 local circuits.types in this layer.
To estimate the functional redundancy in layer 3B, V1 lies at the bottom of a hierarchy of cortical areas,
as it receives the great majority of direct input relayedwe next need to estimate the number of connectionally
distinct cell types. For example, if there are 100 cell to the visual cortex from the retina via the dLGN (Bene-
vento and Standage, 1982; Bullier and Kennedy, 1983).types in layer 3B, then there is 10-fold (1000/100 5
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The retino±geniculo±cortical pathway is separated into Parallel Local Circuits
V1 is where the M and P pathways first give rise to theparallel pathways, including the M (magnocellular) and
P (parvocellular) pathways (see Livingstone and Hubel, dorsal and ventral streams, with layer 4B providing input
to dorsal areas and layer 2/3 to ventral areas (see Felle-1988; Merigan and Maunsell, 1993; Casagrande, 1994,
for reviews). ªHigherº extrastriate cortical areas, which man and Van Essen, 1991). In addition, the main recipi-
ent of input from layer 2/3, area V2, is separated intoreceive their input either directly or indirectly from V1,
are also organized into separate streams (see Desimone functionally discrete regions that stain differentially for
CO and receive input from V1 blobs (V2 thin CO stripes)and Ungerleider, 1989). The dorsal stream includes vi-
sual areas involved in determining spatial relationships versus interblobs (V2 pale stripes) (Livingstone and Hu-
bel, 1983; DeYoe and Van Essen, 1985; Hubel and Living-between objects. These areas are thought to be closely
associated with the fast but color-blind M pathway and stone, 1987; Levitt et al., 1994). The V2 thin and pale
stripes in turn project to functionally and anatomicallyreceive their input directly and indirectly from layer 4B
of V1. The ventral stream areas are involved in object distinct subdivisions of still higher visual areas (Shipp
and Zeki, 1985, 1995; Zeki and Shipp, 1989; DeYoe etidentification, receive input via layer 2/3 of V1, and are
thought to be more closely associated with the chromat- al., 1994). Anatomical observations suggest specific re-
lationships between the M and P pathways and the COically sensitive and high±spatial resolution P pathway.
But, both anatomical and physiological studies reveal blob and interblob regions of layer 2/3 (Lachica et al.,
1992; Yoshioka et al., 1994; Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b;that there is likely to be considerable interaction be-
tween M and P pathways mediated by local circuits see Callaway, 1998, for review). Blob regions preferen-
tially receive axonal projections from the M pathwaywithin V1, such that both pathways make some contribu-
tions to both dorsal and ventral streams (see Merigan recipient layer 4Ca and from layer 4B. Interblob regions,
in contrast, are preferentially targeted by afferents fromand Maunsell, 1993; Callaway, 1998, for reviews).
Hierarchical Local Circuits a subpopulation of highly stratified spiny stellate cells
located in layer 4Cm (lower 4Ca). P recipient spiny stel-Anatomical studies of V1 circuits reveal a local hierarchi-
cal organization in which layer 4C receives direct dLGN late neurons in layer 4Cb project densely to both blobs
and interblobs.input, which is relayed to more superficial layers, and
then out to higher extrastriate cortical areas (see Cal- These anatomical observations do not, however, re-
veal functional connectivity with the level of specificitylaway, 1998). Within the M pathway, only a single syn-
apse separates dLGN recipient neurons in layer 4Ca afforded by photostimulation. For example, we observe
that individual neurons often receive connections pref-from neurons in layer 4B that project to dorsal visual
areas. This fast transmission of visual information to erentially from a subset of the layers containing neurons
with axonal projections overlapping spatially with theirdorsal cortical areas, particularly the middle temporal
area (MT), is consistent with the prominent role of these dendrites. Thus, connections can be more specific than
predicted from anatomical observations. On the otherareas in the analysis of motion (Merigan and Maunsell,
1993). Lachica et al. (1992) suggested a more complex hand, the dendritic arbors of layer 2/3 neurons can freely
cross between blob and interblob regions (Hubener andhierarchical relationship within layer 2/3 of macaque V1.
Since layer 4C neurons have axonal arbors in layer 3B Bolz, 1992; Malach, 1992), providing access to inputs
whose axons do not arborize at the location of the cellbut not layer 2/3A (see also Callaway and Wiser, 1996;
Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b), and most projections from body.
Our photostimulation experiments revealed connec-layer 2/3 to extrastriate cortex come from layer 2/3A
(Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Yukie and Iwai, 1985; Cal- tions that are, on the whole, consistent with the anatomi-
cal observations. Preferential connections to blobs werelaway and Wiser, 1996), there is a multisynaptic pathway
involving projections from layer 4C to 3B and then to observed from both layers 4Ca and 4B. However, these
preferences were not as strong as expected; photostim-layer 2/3A projection neurons. But, these anatomical
observations do not resolve the issue of whether a multi- ulation revealed significant input to cells in both blobs
and interblobs. Differences in the proportion of blobsynaptic pathway is obligatory. Layer 3B projection neu-
rons could provide a more direct path to ventral visual versus interblob cells receiving significant input from
these layers depended on what parameters of theareas. The actual path depends on whether the minority,
EPSCs were evaluated. In addition, we observed anprojecting pyramids in layer 3B, receive direct connec-
unexpected preference for blobs following stimulationtions from layer 4C.
in layer 5.With photostimulation, we have detected direct input
from layer 4Ca onto layer 3B projection neurons but not
from layer 4CbÐthe 4Cb connections are specific for
Experimental Procedureslocal pyramids. Thus, the ªextra synapseº appears to
be an obligatory step for the P pathway, but the M Slice Preparation
pathway takes the more direct path. The faster transmis- Macaque V1 brain slices were prepared using methods described
sion of information from the M stream therefore applies in detail previously (Callaway and Wiser, 1996; Wiser and Callaway,
1996). The methods used here sometimes differed from previouslynot only to information sent to dorsal stream visual areas
described reports in that during surgery to collect cortical tissue,via layer 4B but also to information sent to ventral stream
inhaled isoflurane (1%±3% in O2) was sometimes used instead ofareas via layer 3B. The P pathway to ventral areas ap-
sodium pentobarbitol to maintain anesthesia following an initial dose
pears to be slower, not only due to slower conduction of ketamine (10±20 mg/kg i.m.). In addition, in some cases, a portion
velocities (Bullier and Nowak, 1995) but also to more of V1 was removed from one hemisphere for preparation of brain
slices during a recovery surgery. This was followed by a nonrecoveryextensive processing within area V1.
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surgery 5±10 days later to harvest tissue from the remaining intact allow later alignment of the anatomical and physiological coordinate
systems.hemisphere.
Data described here were collected from nine macaque monkeys, Slices were then fixed, resectioned, and double stained for CO
and biocytin as described previously (Callaway and Wiser, 1996;with age, sex, species, and number of cells sampled per animal as
follows: (1) B31, 11 months, male, M. mulatta, 1 cell; (2) B32, 13.5 Wiser and Callaway, 1996). After staining, camera lucida drawings
were made, including the axonal and dendritic arbors of labeledmonths, male, M. mulatta, 2 cells; (3) B33, 15 months, male, M.
mulatta, 2 cells; (4) B34, 18 months, female, M. radiata, 2 cells; (5) neurons, laminar boundaries, CO blobs, and alignment sites. Sec-
tions were then counterstained with thionin to confirm laminar bor-B35, 17 months, male, M. mulatta, 3 cells; (6) B36, 17 months, male,
M. mulatta, 4 cells; (7) B37, 17 months, male, M. mulatta, 5 cells; ders and to distinguish the 4Ca/4Cb and 6A/6B borders, which
are not discernible with CO stain alone (see Yabuta and Callaway,(8) B38, 14 months, male, M. mulatta, 6 cells; and (9) A40, 14 months,
male, M. mulatta, 6 cells. Specific cells are identified by the parent 1998b). We defined the middle of layer 4C, 4Cm, as the bottom fifth
of layer 4Ca because the neurons here have different patterns ofanimal in Table 1.
axonal arbors than those in the upper four-fifths of 4Ca, which we
refer to as 4Ca (Yabuta and Callaway, 1998b). The anatomical data
Photostimulation and Whole-Cell Recording were then scanned into a computer and saved as a graphics file.
Individual brain slices were transferred to a recording chamber, Alignment sites were used to align the anatomical reconstruction
where they were submerged in recirculating, oxygenated (95% O2, with the location of photostimulation sites. Custom software was
5% CO2) artifical cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 150 mM CNB then used to translate anatomical features into the coordinate space
caged glutamate (L-glutamic acid g-(a-carboxy-2-nitro-benzyl) es- of the photostimulation data. Each stimulation site was then as-
ter, trifluoroacetic acid salt; Molecular Probes) at room temperature. signed to the correct layer.
Whole-cell recordings monitoring synaptic responses were obtained
from individual layer 3B neurons within the slice (Blanton et al., 1989). Analysis of EPSCs and Layer-Specific Input Patterns
Glass electrodes (5±15 MV) were filled with a standard intracellular For each recorded neuron, the numbers and peak amplitudes of
solution (130 mM potassium gluconate, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2, EPSCs generated within 150 ms following the laser flash for each
0.5 mM CaCl2, 2.54 mM ATP, and 10 mM HEPES [pH 5 7.3]) con- stimulation site were determined using custom software. EPSCs in
taining 0.5% biocytin. Recorded neurons were held in voltage clamp each 150 ms record were first picked by passing traces through a
to a membrane potential of 265 mV. Only excitatory inward synaptic postsynaptic current discrimination program (comparing a template
currents evoked by the stimulation paradigm were considered. generated by averaging 50 EPSCs with individual traces using a
Photostimulation was accomplished by uncaging the glutamate least-squares fit algorithm). The traces were then rechecked manu-
with a shutter-controlled 10 ms flash of continuous beam ultraviolet ally to minimize potential errors made by the discriminator. Windows
(UV) argon ion laser light (z25 mW at the specimen). The light was of control (150 ms; no stimulation) traces were analyzed using identi-
focused through a coverslip beneath the slice to a diffraction-limited cal procedures.
spot within the slice using a 403 oil immersion microscope objective After recordings for a particular cell were analyzed, the signifi-
(Nikon Fluor 403, 1.4NA). The concentration of caged glutamate cance of the occurrence and size of EPSCs measured following
and duration and intensity of UV light flashes were selected because stimulation of a given layer were assessed. This was done by com-
control experiments revealed that under these conditions, only neu- paring the distributions of the numbers, individual peak amplitudes,
rons with their cell bodies very near the flash site generated APs or sums of peak amplitudes of EPSCs from each stimulation site
(see details below). Thus, if EPSCs are evoked, it can be inferred that in a given layer with the distributions of the same parameters for
neurons with cell bodies near the stimulation site have functional, spontaneous currents (no stimulation controls) from the cell. The
monosynaptic connections onto the recorded cell. Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine the significance of each
Since this study focused on the interlaminar connectivity of indi- of these measures of EPSCs following photostimulation relative to
vidual layer 3B neurons, vertical columns normal to the layers were sEPSCs. To estimate the relative input from each layer to a given cell,
stimulated in a pseudorandom pattern. The light flash location was histograms were generated depicting the estimated mean number of
moved by mounting the optics on a computer controlled X±Y transla- evoked EPSCs per stimulation site (estimated mean evoked 5 mean
tion stage (Dalva and Katz, 1994; Katz and Dalva, 1994; Sawatari photostimulation 2 mean spontaneous) obtained for each layer
and Callaway, 1996). Within each slice, 100±500 sites were stimu- (e.g., Figure 6).
lated. The stimulation sequences assured that sites separated by
,200 mm were always stimulated more than 10 s apart. This assured
Analysis of Groups of Neuronsthat stimulation at a given site was not influenced by the desensitiza-
To determine if there were systematic differences in the patterns oftion of glutamate receptors following uncaging at a previous site.
excitatory laminar input to different cell types or cells in differentFor 20 ms preceding and 380 ms following photostimulation at
blob/interblob regions, each neuron was categorized in terms ofeach site, the output from the whole-cell recording amplifier was
(1) cell type, i.e., pyramidal or inhibitory; (2) whether the axons ofdigitized at 10 kHz and stored to allow later analysis of EPSCs (see
pyramidal neurons projected to the white matter; (3) whether pyrami-below). Motor encoder counts indicating the X±Y coordinates of the
dal neurons had apical dendritic tufts; and (4) where the neuron'sstimulation site were also stored in association with the correspond-
cell body was located with respect to CO blobs. Cells were thening electrical recording. Stimulation trials were regularly inter-
counted within each group in terms of whether they had or had notspersed with control, no-stimulation (shutter closed) trials to allow
received significant input from a given layer. This procedure waslater analysis of sEPSCs and to monitor possible changes in access
repeated for all layers. Only layers that had at least ten stimulationresistance of electrical recordings. During the control trials, 400 ms
sites were included in the tally. The significance of differences inof amplifier output was digitized with a 35 ms duration 110 mV
the proportion of cells that received excitatory input from a givenvoltage step introduced at 300 ms. The first 300 ms of the recording
layer between groups was determined by conducting Fisher exactwas used to assay sEPSCs, and the response to the voltage step
tests. This was repeated for all layers.to monitor access resistance. Spontaneous currents were later com-
pared with responses to photostimulation in order to determine
Spatial Resolution of Photostimulationwhether EPSCs were stimulus dependent or noise (see below).
Photostimulation-evoked EPSCs must result from the generation of
APs in a neuron making a monosynaptic connection to the recorded
cell. Thus, the spatial resolution of the photostimulation method isHistology and Anatomical Analysis
After completion of photostimulation, fiducial marks were made determined by the distance from a neuron's cell body over which
the UV light flash can evoke APs. Since cells far from the stimulationwithin the slice to allow the alignment of anatomical locations with
stimulation sites. Alignment sites were made using 3 s duration site never fire APs (see below), it can be inferred that the detection of
stimulus-evoked EPSCs indicates the presence of a monosynapticflashes of UV laser light onto the cortical tissue, which resulted in
the bleaching of CO staining in the exposed area. The motor encoder connection from 1 or more cells at the stimulation site onto the
recorded neuron. Polysynaptic activation of EPSCs via cells farthercounts corresponding to the alignment site locations were saved to
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from the stimulation site would require that the intermediary cells Bullier, J., and Kennedy, H. (1983). Projection of the lateral geniculate
nucleus onto cortical area V2 in the macaque monkey. Exp. Brainfire action potentials. The control experiments below demonstrate
that with the stimulus parameters used, APs are not detected in Res. 53, 168±172.
neurons with cell bodies far from the stimulation site. Bullier, J., and Nowak, L.G. (1995). Parallel versus serial processing:
The spatial resolution of the photostimulation method was as- new vistas on the distributed organization of the visual system. Curr.
sessed by measuring the distance over which APs could be gener- Opin. Neurobiol. 5, 497±503.
ated in cells recorded intracellularly in current-clamp mode when Callaway, E.M. (1998). Local circuits in primary visual cortex of the
directly photostimulating with the laser light. Using the blind patch- macaque monkey. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 21, 47±74.
ing configuration, with photostimulation from below the slice and
Callaway, E.M., and Katz, L.C. (1993). Photostimulation using cagedrecording from above, APs were never generated in recorded neu-
glutamate reveals functional circuitry in living brain slices. Proc.rons. This is presumably because the UV light coming from below
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90, 7661±7665.was scattered by the brain tissue, preventing focal uncaging near
Callaway, E.M., and Wiser, A.K. (1996). Contributions of individualthe cell body. We therefore used a visualized patching rig to measure
layer 2-5 spiny neurons to local circuits in macaque primary visualdirect activation of neurons with cell bodies located within the focal
cortex. Vis. Neurosci. 13, 907±922.plane. A 403 water immersion objective (Olympus LUMPlanFl 403,
0.8NA) was used to focus the light through the ACSF from above Casagrande, V.A. (1994). A third parallel visual pathway to primate
the slice. The laser was adjusted such that the UV light at the speci- area V1. Trends Neurosci. 17, 305±310.
men was the same intensity as for the blind patching experiments. Dalva, M.B., and Katz, L.C. (1994). Rearrangements of synaptic con-
The focus was adjusted to the depth of the recorded neuron's cell nections in visual cortex revealed by laser photostimulation. Science
body, which was visualized with infrared differential interference 265, 255±258.
contrast optics to obtain the whole-cell recording.
Desimone, R., and Ungerleider, L. (1989). Neural mechanisms ofUsing the same light parameters and glutamate concentrations
visual processing in monkeys. In Handbook of Neuropsychology, F.as for the mapping experiments, cells targeted with the visualized
Boller and J. Grafman, eds. (New York: Elsevier), pp. 267±299.patch rig were stimulated directly while held in current clamp. In
DeYoe, E.A., and Van Essen, D.C. (1985). Segregation of efferentmonkey V1, 15 cells were tested in this manner. Of these, 10 gener-
connections and receptive field properties in visual area V2 of theated APs as a result of the uncaging: 6 layer 4Ca cells, 1 layer 4B
macaque. Nature 317, 58±61.cell, 2 layer 3B cells, and 1 layer 6 cell. The other 5 cells were
depolarized by photostimulation, but regardless of the position of DeYoe, E.A., Felleman, D.J., Van Essen, D.C., and McClendon, E.
(1994). Multiple processing streams in occipitotemporal visual cor-the light flash, they could not be depolarized above threshold for
AP generation. tex. Nature 371, 151±154.
For the 10 neurons with APs, the mean distance over which at Edwards, D.P., Purpura, K.P., and Kaplan, E. (1995). Contrast sensi-
least one AP was generated was 71.8 mm (horizontal) 3 126.5 mm tivity and spatial frequency response of primate cortical neurons in
(vertical). The mean values by layer were 56.5 3 124.4 mm (hori- and around the cytochrome oxidase blobs. Vision Res. 35, 1501±
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